


First of all we should know the differences between these 
two terms Grammar and Syntax ? And what is their 
functions ?

Grammar : is a set of rules that set for the correct 
standard of usage in a language these rules command 
us how we should say things correctly.

Syntax : Studies sentence structures. This means that 
Syntax studied within Grammar as a daughter of 
Grammar .



Examples:

 Cried she sad because was she.

 She cries because she was sad.

The First sentence has no meaning .

The only difference between the two examples is the 
order of the words .



 What is meant by deep and surface structure ?

1. Surface structure: is the outward form of a 
sentence.

2. Deep structure: is the abstract representation that 
identifies the ways of a sentence can be analyzed and 
interpreted .



 Examples

 Charlie broke the window( Active voice)

 The window was broken by Charlie (passive voice).

_The distinction between them is difference in their 
surface structure . The have different syntactic forms 
of individual sentences.

_The sentences can have deep structure like this :



_It was charlie who broke the window .

_Was the window broken by charlie ?

_It is jack loves his brother.

Four important properties of deep structure:

1. Major grammatical reltors such as Subject and 

Object.
2. All lexical insertion occurs at deep structure.

3. All transformations structure occurs at deep 
structure.



4_Semantic interpretation occurs at deep structure.

Ex

Children are hard to please.

Children __Subject

Are__Aux

To__Infinitive

Please__Surface structure.

To please is the complement of Hard.

In deep structure __Children are Object of Please.



What is meant by structural ambiguity ?
If a sentence or a clause has structural ambiguity ,it has 

two or more meanings that a reader can take from it .

Not based on an ambiguity within the words themselves 
that would be “lexical ambiguity” ,but rather  based on 
the fact that combinations of words can be interpreted 
in more than one way or that structure of sentence 
gives room more than one meaning.



 Examples

The chicken is ready to eat.
_Can either it means that alive chicken is hungry

_Or it means that a prepared chicken as a meat is ready 
to serve.



What is meant by Recursion ?

Recursion is a property of language. 

From linguistic view point , recursion also called 
nesting. Also it is considered as a phenomenon where 
a linguistic rule can be applied to the result of 
application of the same rule.

Ex



Alex has a red car.

An application of recursion would give :

Alex, Whom you know very well, has a red car.

And then :

Alex, whom you know very well , has a red car is parked 
there.

Recursion also can be applied to a noun and its 
adjectives :



Ex

Nice Alice.

And then:

Nice and cute Alice.

Nice and cute Alice, sweet ,gentle and considerate.

So,the bottom line recursion means we put sentence 
inside sentence to create endless structure.



What is meant by tree diagram?and why 
its called tree diagram?

Tree diagram is a way of representing the 

hierarchical nature of structure in a graphical form. It is 
named “Tree diagram”because the classical representation 
resemble (looks like) a tree even though the chart is 
generally upside down compared to an actual tree with the 
“root” at the top and the “leaves”at the bottom.

Ex



Ex

A child can kick a football.



Structure through tree diagram
Symbols used in syntactic analysis:

S= Sentence
N= Noun 
V= Verb
Art= Article
NP= Noun phrase
VP= verb phrase
Adj= Adjective
Pro= Pronoun
PN= Proper Noun
Adv= Adverb
Prep= prepositional



PP= prepositional phrase

*= ungrammatical sentence

>= consist of\ writes as 

() = optional constituent

{} = one and only one of these constituent must be 
selected.



Phrase structure rules :
These rules state that the structure of a phrase of a 

specific type will consist of one or more constituent in 
a particular way.

Complement phrases:
A complement clause is a clause introduced by a 

complementizer like that or whether .

It is attached to preceding Noun , Adjective or verb.



Ex

The news that she was dead shocked us .

“That she was dead” is a noun complement to the noun 
“News”.

Ex

I am sure that she is coming.

“that she is coming” is an adjective comlement clause 
attached to adj “sure”.



Ex

My mother suggested that I should consult a doctor.

“that I should consult a doctor” is a verb complement 
clause attached to the verb “suggested”.

• Complementizer= The lable complementizer refers 
to the part of speech which includes the words 
introduce complement clauses.



 Ex

That, Whether,if(when it means whether),

Ex

She asked me if(whether) I was coming.

These sentences are called “that clause”.



“Do not aspire to make a living , a spire to make a 
difference”

Thank You


